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9:00 - 9:45 am

Forensicating the Apple TV

IoT devices are an emerging field in IT in general and of course in Digital
Forensics. It is more and more common to read about news on investigation
made also by means of analysing data stored on IoT devices. As any other
smart device, Smart TVs can be connected to Internet and interact with other
devices in home or business contexts, becoming a potentially target of criminal
activity and a source of information during digital investigations related to the
reconstruction of user’s activity. However the lack of documentations, the uses
of proprietary and closed•Ł‐source operating systems and the risk to damage
the devices during experiments make researches about Smart TVs challenging
in cyber security and digital forensics fields.
This presentation offers an overview on how to deal with an Apple TV from the
point of view of digital forensics analyst: what kind of information we can obtain
and how to analyze it.

Mattia Epifani (@mattiaep),
Digital Forenics Analyst, REALITY NET •Ł‐ System Solutions Snc
Claudia Meda
Digital Forenics Analyst, REALITY NET •Ł‐ System Solutions Snc
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9:45 - 10:30 am

The Impact of the EU General Data Protection
Regulation on Digital Forensics and Incident
Response
Data privacy regulations around the globe can have a significant impact on
information security, and especially digital forensics and incident response.
The EU General Data Protection Regulations will come into force in May 2018
in the European Union, and there are several areas of the regulations that
could impact on the practice of digital forensics and incident response within
the EU.
The presentation will breakdown the EU General Data Protection Regulations
to identify those areas of the regulations that could have a legal impact on the
work performed by forensicators, and suggest mechanisms to address the
impact of these.

Jason Jordaan (@DFS_JasonJ)
Principal Partner, DFIRLABS

10:30 - 11:00 am

Networking Break

11:00 - 11:45 am

It’s about time... The only timeline tool you’ll ever
need!
Data...lots of data. Every day incident responders face the grueling task of
fighting massive sets of data...and it sucks...a lot. It’s a chore to determine the
best way to ingest and analyze data from an ever growing list of parsers. We
wanted to skip that overhead and dive straight into the forensic data. In this
talk, we’ll walk you through the major hurdles we faced ingesting and reviewing
large data sets and how that led to the development of a free tool. We’ll show
how we can quickly triage forensic data from many compromised systems
through a single interface as well as:
• Ingest millions of records of structured JSON or delimited data
• Pick and choose any ingested data source and slice them together into a
timeline
• Persistently categorize and comment data for sharing and reporting
• Do all of the above quickly so you have time to meet up for a drink!
Achievement unlocked: ingest data, solve problems, drink beer!
Jonathan Tomczak
Senior Consultant, Crypsis
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11:45am 12:30pm

TheHive: a Scalable, Open Source and Free
Incident Response Platform
TheHive is a 3-•‐in•Ł‐1 FOSS Security Incident Response Platform which aims
to make incident responders life easier. Used by several CERTs and CSIRTs
throughout the world, it has tight integration with MISP and can ingest alerts
from multiple sources to let responders investigate, collaborate and analyze
observables at scale. The presentation will also demonstrate the power of
Cortex, the analysis engine developed by TheHive Project with its many
analyzers.

Saâd Kadhi (@_saadk)
TheHive Project Leader

12:30 - 1:45 pm

Lunch

1:45 - 2:30 pm

How Was that Breach Detected?

Mandiant has done thousands of IR investigations across multiple industry
types and networks. In each case, the customer was either altered by a third
party about the breach or discovered something “not quite right” in the
network. In several cases the alerts the customer discovered led to discovery
of a targeted attacker in the environment •Ł‐ and a subsequent incident
response investigation.

Jeff Hamm (@hammjd)
Technical Director, Mandiant
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2:30 - 3:15 pm

Tracking the attacker's account activity

The purpose of this presentation is to introduce a tool to improve the DFIR
capabilities and reduce the time spent during the analysis phase. This tool let
you automate the process of creating account logon relations from MS
Windows Security Events by showing a graphical relation among users
domains, source and destination logons, session duration, who was logged on
the systems in a given datetime, etc. It is able to integrate and provides
different output modes such as CSV output, Neo4j, SQLite, Gephi and
Graphviz.
Attendees will learn the fast way to track users’ logon activities in Windows
environments and how to use that information.

Chema García (@sch3m4)
Co•Ł‐Founder and member of THIBER, the Spanish Cybersecurity Think Tank

3:15 - 3:45 pm

Networking Break

4:30 - 5:15 pm

Windows Log Forensics to the Next Level:
PowerShell & WMI
Windows logs and event timelining are basic tools for DFIR, but now only
capture a portion of what defenders need to analyze (and log) to truly capture
modern intrusion events. 'Living off the land' has expanded to include powerful,
built-•‐in tools for manipulating, altering, and traversing the Windows
environment: PowerShell and WMI. This talk will focus on standard tactics,
techniques and procedures (TTPs) leveraged by actors from script kiddies to
ransomware peddlers to nation•Ł‐state APTs. While taking a vendor and
technology agnostic approach to log collection and aggregation, the discussion
will then examine methodologies and analytics for examining PowerShell and
WMI events to detect evil, empower defenders, and improve response times.

Joe Slowik (@jfslowik)
Senior Threat Research Analyst, Dragos Inc.
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4:30 - 5:15 pm

(in)Secure Secret Zone

The Samsung, now Seagate, SecretZone (SSZ) is a software program that
protects personal information by creating a secure, password•Ł‐protected
folder on the Samsung external drive. This software is provided free along with
Samsung devices, as for example a M series device, and can only be used
with such devices.
This presentation will share two real DF cases where such tool was used by
the suspects to hide their data, and how these cases were handled to
overcome such protection. Moreover a major flaw in the SSZ implementation
will be addressed, which allows to easily decrypt the whole "secret zone",
despite the strong algorithms used (AES, Blowfish).

Dr. Francesco Picasso (@dfirfpi)
Reality Net System Solutions
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Mattia
@mattiaep
Epifani

Chema
@sch3m4
García

Jeff
@hammjd
Hamm

Digital Forenics Analyst,
REALITY NET •Ł‐ System
Solutions Snc

Co•Ł‐Founder and member of
THIBER, the Spanish
Cybersecurity Think Tank

Technical Director, Mandiant

Mattia Epifani is a digital
forensics analyst and the CEO
at Reality Net System Solutions.
He obtained a degree in
Computer Science and post-•‐
graduate training in Digital
Investigations. He has obtained
several certifications in Digital
Forensics (GCFA, GCFE,
GNFA, GSAF, GREM, GMOB,
GCWN, CIFI, CEH, CHFI, ACE,
AME, CCE). He is the author of
Learning iOS Forensics edited
by PacktPub.

Chema Garcia is Co-Founder
and member of Thiber, the
Spanish Cybersecurity Think
Tank. With more than ten years
of experience as independent
security researcher and
contributor in many
cybersecurity awareness events.
He's also the author and
contributor of many open source
projects focused in digital
forensics, pentesting and
incident response.

Jeff has been employed with
Mandiant since 2010 and is a
Technical Director assigned to
the Europe region. He manages
a team of forensic and incident
response consultants. He also
works part-•‐time as an adjunct
lecturer at NTNU (Norwegian
Science and Technology
University) in Gjøvik, Norway
since 2011. He has co•Ł‐
authored the publication, “Digital
Forensics” edited by Andre
Arnes in 2017.

Jason
@DFS_JasonJ
Jordaan

Saâd Kadhi

Dr. Francesco
@dfirfpi
Picasso

Principal Partner, DFIRLABS

TheHive Project Leader

Reality Net System Solutions

Jason is a veteran forensicator,
having cut his teeth in the field in
1998, and has been neck deep
in bits and bytes since then.
Having started in law
enforcement, he transitioned into
the private sector in 2014 where
he found DFIRLABS. He has
been recognised as an expert
witness in digital forensics in
South African courts, and serves
as an assessor for digital
forensic expert witness for the
Netherlands Register of Court
Experts. He is an active
researcher and writer in the field
of digital forensics and has a
keen interest in the intersection
between the law and digital
forensics. In addition to teaching
digital forensics at university, he
also teaches digital forensics for
the SANS Institute.

Saâd has over 18 years of
experience in cybersecurity. He
discovered DFIR in 2008 and
has been working exclusively in
this fascinating field since then.
He currently works for the
French national central bank
where he leads a team of 20
analysts. He frequently writes
information security articles in a
leading French magazine. He
also co•Ł‐organizes the Botconf
security conference.

Francesco Picasso is partner of
Reality Net System Solutions, an
Italian consulting company
specialising in InfoSec and
Digital Forensics, where he
performs digital investigations on
a daily basis as a DFIR
consultant for the public sector
and for private companies. Often
called on as a Court Expert
Witness, he is also an external
member of private companies
C-•‐SOC and C-•‐CERT teams.

@_saadk
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Joe
@jfslowik
Slowik

Jonathan
Tomczak

Senior Threat Research Analyst,
Dragos Inc.

Senior Consultant, Crypsis

Joe Slowik is a former US Naval
Officer, leader of the incident
response team at Los Alamos
National Labs, and currently
performs threat hunting and
research focused on ICS at
Dragos.

Jon is an incident responder,
forensicator, and programmer
who works as a senior
consultant at The Crypsis
Group. Formerly with Mandiant
and before that TZWorks, Jon
has over ten years’ experience
working in software development
and forensics. Jon spends most
of his days responding to
incidents, building new security
tools, or playing video games.
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